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00:00:38 And so I thought I’d be really cool to actually give you charts to look at as I go through 

the information. Make sense? Okay, so what this is right now is actually a chart for January 31st, 

2020, at 12:04 p.m. in New York. And what we’re looking at here is where are the planets right now 

in the sky? So I’m going to walk you through this, and as I walk you through this, I’m going to go 

into the big picture of where we’re at right now. And then I’m going to go granular through the 

year.

00:01:08 So just bear with me. The Sun right now is at 11 degrees of Aquarius. We’re entering 

into February. I did the whole February write-up for you guys. It’s going to be out tomorrow. So 

we’re going to get a really good detailed play-by-play of February very soon. But just so you’re 

aware of what we’re dealing with, this is the Sun at 11 degrees of Aquarius. And then if you look 

right here, this glyph, that’s Saturn. 

00:01:29 So Saturn’s the disciplinarian of the Zodiac. It’s our karma. It’s our purpose. It’s what 

we’re focusing on. And it’s been traveling in Capricorn and will travel through Capricorn for the 

majority of this year, though it does exit and go into Aquarius. I’ll talk to you about that, and then it 

retrogrades back to Capricorn, and then it ends the year in this very special place. But we kick the 

year off with Saturn and Pluto at a conjunction. So a conjunction is like a New Moon. It’s when two 

planets align to create a very potent, powerful energy and the Saturn-Pluto conjunction is really 

going to define so much of the year, but particularly it kicked off our year in a way that was like, 

“What? What is going on here?” There’s karmic things coming up from our past.

00:02:12 And just to give you some reference points, this is very rare. We actually haven’t had 

Saturn and Pluto conjoined in Capricorn since the 1500s. And that was during the Protestant 

Reformation, which was really a very pivotal moment in the formation of capitalism-- I mean 

of the patriarchy and lots of church stuff which had a play in capitalism-- that wasn’t the right 

word. That’s not what I meant to say. I meant to say patriarchy. And so as we come into this year, 

there’s a redo of that energy. So there’s a lot of old institutional energy that is up for review In our 

personal life. This looks like really understanding not just what we want to accomplish this year, 

but the tone we’re setting for the next 36 years of our life. The Saturn Pluto Conjunction, which is 

very much still in play, sets the tone for the next 36 years of our life.

00:03:02 So we’re still very much in the Saturn Pluto conjunction. It defines all of January, much 

of February, and really come March, things are going to rock and roll in a significant way. So this 

year we have Saturn and Pluto conjoining, we have Saturn, Jupiter, and Pluto all conjoining, and 

I’m going to walk us through that. Are you guys following so far? Am I using two high-- Kara, could 

you chime in and say where we lost you? You’re unmuted. 
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00:03:33 [Kara] Hi. It’s not really that you’ve lost me, I’m just trying to absorb it because I’m not 

used to talking in these terms. 

00:03:41 Great. So I’m going to talk in a lot of terms that are going to be very astrological. The 

bottom line that you need to know here is that we are looking at your deepest soul purpose. We’re 

looking at places where you’ve held yourself back. We’re looking at places where structures have 

been put in place in your life relationships, even with your dad, paternal structures, need to be 

reevaluated. And from an entrepreneurial perspective, this is about laying foundations of where 

you want to go next. Does that clarify for you some? Okay, great. 

00:04:10 So looking into the year head, this is a year where we’re going to have a significant 

retrograde activity. Every year we have significant retrograde. Every year, you know, Mercury’s 

going to go retrograde 3 to 4 times, and there’s going to be particular retrogrades that are very 

impactful. This year is that, plus, right? So this year, we have our normal retrogrades. And we have 

Venus, the planet of love and beauty and values, going retrograde from May 13 to June 25th. And 

we have Mars, the planet of action and how we get things done going retrograde from September 

9th through November 13th. 

00:04:55 So I want you guys to write these dates down. If you have your planner, you can put 

them in May. May 13th-June 25th is Venus retrograde. And then September 9th to November 13th 

is Mars retrograde. And as you’re thinking about your-- did we lose you, Kara? 

00:05:13 [Kara] You’re going so fast, I have no chance to, like, write or process or--

00:05:21 No worries. This call is recorded. It’s going to be transcribed. It’s an hour. And, so like 

I said, there’s a lot to cover. I am going to go fast and I’ll stick around in the end and answer any 

questions. But it will be recorded and transcribed. Makes sense? So looking ahead at your year, 

I just want you guys to know that there are some when you’re planning your calendar for your 

astrological alignments for your business, May and June, particularly the middle of May through 

the end of June and September from right after Labor Day, all the way past the American election 

season are these two times where you’re going to want to not plan your most impactful launches 

of the year.

00:06:11 They are times where, if you’re going to plan your most impactful launches of the year, 

you need a lot of cushion, and we have to scaffold so that you don’t experience the contraindications 

of these times. Venus rules our money. It’s going retrograde. Mars rules our ambition. It’s going 

retrograde. This happens roughly every two years. The last year, we didn’t have Mars and Venus 

go retrograde. This year we will. So those are important times to just know that are pivotal. 
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00:06:43 Now when we come into February, as I’m going to show here, we’re going to pull up 

the February Full Moon and just give you an example of what’s happening in February. We want 

to take note that February is our first Mercury retrograde of the year. So in February, Mercury goes 

retrograde for the first time on February 18th and stays retrograde all the way until March 9th. So 

as we enter into this next month, the next two weeks are really important two weeks. So between 

now and this Full Moon and just after this Full Moon, it’s-- this is not a time to procrastinate. This 

is not a time to lack seriousness around what you want to get done this year to do your soul work. 

Do your journaling. Do your meditation. Check in with your coaches. Check in with your heart. 

Your soul. To use a therapist to be really forthcoming with what’s going on with you. 

00:07:51 And then from an entrepreneurial standpoint, get to work. Please get to work now 

because between now and this Full Moon, you can get so much done. February 2nd is a cross-

quarter day, so we’re going to be coming at the exact midway point from the last solstice and 

the next Equinox. So we’re in midwinter in the Northern Hemisphere, midsummer in the Southern 

Hemisphere, and it’s a time to ground and take note of what you want to build and move towards.

00:08:28 And so the 1st two weeks of February are our times to really build and look at what 

you’re doing. Game plan. The last two weeks of February into the first week of March, you’re going 

to be invited into, really, it’s like a soul curriculum of listening to and honoring your intuition. It’s a 

soul curriculum of turning up the volume on your empathy or compassion, your spiritual knowing 

your spiritual practices. It’s a time of review. It’s not necessarily the best time to be pushing forward 

and starting new projects. But if new ideas come to you during this time, don’t take them for 

granted. 

00:09:13 So the 1st two weeks of February are very much about action. The last two weeks of 

February into March is very much about listening, listening. So the Full Moon on February 9th, 

2020. I’m not going to go into too much detail because we have this write-up coming out, and 

I want you guys to get the information that won’t be immediately available to you, but I will just 

say that this Full Moon is in Leo. There’s a grand trine in fire. There’s a lot of passion coming--

grand trine fire means passion, energy, vitality, vibrancy. And it’s in Leo, which is all about play and 

leadership. It happens at 2:33 p.m. Eastern time. This Sunday, I’m sorry, next Sunday but-- on the 

ninth-- but so we’ll really feel this on the eighth because the Full Moon will be full, you know, on 

the eighth into the ninth, the early morning of the ninth. 

00:10:09 The New Moon that follows this one is on February 23rd, and this New Moon is in 

Pisces, and so you could see the Moon and the Sun just very close to Mercury, which is retrograde. 

We have Neptune in Pisces. There is, this is a very deeply healing New Moon. So if you’re a healer 
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and your services are healing, know that you’re going to be very busy. Like people are going to be 

coming in, they’re going to need you, so create space around this New Moon.

00:10:45 If you want to be a healer, if you’re an aspiring healer, if you’re building a healing 

business, this is a very powerful, important time to set intentions for what you’re building. Mind 

you, there is no planetary emphasis in the element of air this New Moon. So on February 23rd at 

10:31 a.m., we’ll have the New Moon in Pisces. It’s really a New Moon that’s going to invite you into 

setting seeds for who you are as a healer, how you want to heal. 

00:11:16 But it’s so important for you to do your own breathing practices to get outside, no 

matter how cold it is, get fresh air because it’s going to offset the intensity of earth and water, 

which is primarily what this-- this-- is going to be a very muddy earth and water together create 

mud. It’s going to be a very muddy New Moon. When we look at the month of February-- I just 

need to move this bar, I’m going to flip back to this. I’m actually not going to do that, just yet, it’ll 

take me a minute.

00:11:55 But the month of February, the most primary things to take note of in addition to 

what you’ll get in your write-up is Mercury stations retrograde or in Mercury shadow for most of 

of the month, which means Mercury shadow’s a time for you to really tune in to what Mercury 

Retrograde lessons are. For those of you who don’t know, Mercury rules communication. And so 

a lot of advice you’ll hear from astrologers around this time is back up technology. Double-check 

e-mails. Be very conscious with your word choice, and I say, yes, all of that is true. But really, the 

gift available to us at this time is to tap into our spiritual knowing. 

00:12:32 So some of your best days this month are really when the month kicks off. February 

2nd is a very powerful day to ground. February 3rd, that Monday, February 3rd, next Monday is a 

great time for you to be thinking about things you want to put into the world, getting things out 

into the world. February 5th is a wonderful time for really considering how your mindset is serving 

you. Are their mindset retreats you need to think about? 

00:13:04 Some challenging energy this month. In February, in addition to Mercury going 

retrograde, which is challenging, is Venus moves into Aries on February 7th. Venus doesn’t-- Venus 

rules love. It doesn’t love Aries. It doesn’t do great in Aries because Venus is the sign of receptivity 

and growth, and Aries is like, it’s a little feisty, it’s a little angry. So in February, we do need to 

watch our inner tempers and our inner, our inner, our anger. Our anger is there to guide us. Our 

anger is there to help us, but we don’t want to be incredibly explosive. Pay close attention to this 

on February 10th. Tempers can flare big time. 
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00:13:53 The Sun moves into Pisces on the 18th and that is a very critical, critical time. You 

know what, guys? I said. I said Mercury moves in retrograde on the 18th. I actually, I’m so sorry. It’s 

the 16th. I need to correct myself. Mercury goes retrograde on the 16th and the Sun moves into 

Pisces on the 18th. So there’s that correction. Please note. And then with the Sun in Pisces we’re 

really in the season of feeling and healing. Some more powerful and positive dates for the month 

in February are February 20th and the 21st. The 21st is a little bit of a mixed bag, but truly there’s 

a big breakthrough coming. And on February 20th if you can dream it, you can do it. 

00:14:57 One of the hardest moments of the whole Mercury retrograde experience will be the 

25th of February. So just mark your calendar on the 25th of February, and if you could take that 

day off, I just suggest it. If you could do a longer meditation practice that day, I suggest it. 

00:15:15 So moving on to March. Now March is a gangbusters month. March is a complete and 

total gangbusters month for many reasons. One, we start the month off with Mercury retrograde 

like I said, so we’re in this deep reconciliation of who and what we want, who we are and what we 

want, how we express ourselves. But beyond that, coming back to what I started talking about 

with regards to Saturn and Pluto conjoining this year, this very heavy and dense Capricorn energy 

goes to a next level in March. So, like I said, the 1st two weeks of February: get things done. The 

remaining half of February tune in, dream, listen, hear, heal. We have the Full Moon on March 9th 

at 1:47 p.m. So we’ll feel it on the 8th and the 9th at 19 degrees of Virgo. Now a Full Moon in Virgo’s 

about tapping into what we need to create order in our life. So this is a Full Moon that’s very much 

around systems, and organization and business. It’s perhaps one of the most important Full Moons 

of the year for your business.

00:16:49  So March 9th is a pivotal Full Moon. It’s in Virgo. At this time, we have Saturn and 

Pluto still in very close proximity to one another. We have Jupiter now getting very close to the 

Saturn Pluto conjunction. And we have Mars also in Capricorn heating this whole thing up. This is 

going to be a very tense time on the geopolitical stage. International politics, politics domestically, 

it’s just going to be a very tense time. How that impacts us interpersonally is how we deal with it. 

But what we need to know as entrepreneurs is that this is an incredibly potent moment for our 

businesses to lay structures and foundations of what we want. 

00:17:38 Meanwhile, this particular Full Moon also happens with the Sun very close to Neptune. 

Neptune is the planet of dreams and illusions, and Neptune conjoined the Sun is essentially about 

tapping into your intuition and what you need. So just know again, this Full Moon is not one to be 

missed. It’s about leaning into the structures in your business, what you’re creating, what you want 

to create, what you need to do to be in integrity with yourself. What you need to be to do to be in 
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integrity with your financial systems.

00:18:21 This is also key tax time. So you’re reviewing your numbers from last year. You’re 

projecting your numbers for this year, you’re meeting with your bookkeepers and accountants. 

If you don’t have a financial team, meaning you don’t have a bookkeeper, you don’t have an 

accountant, this is a great time to make those investments. You do not want to wing this tax 

season. You do not want to leave your books till the last minute and reconcile all of 2019 and feel 

like the end of the day with all your receipts and, you know, feeling all that stress and pressure. 

So if you don’t have a financial team in place, look into getting one. And if you are going to do 

it yourself, just get out ahead of it. You know, start looking into your professional software, your 

QuickBooks and that sort of thing. Your financial integrity is incredibly important. 

00:19:06 So the New Moon in March happens on March 24th in Aries. I’ll show you that chart in 

a moment, but I really just want to talk through what, you know, some really positive energy of this 

month. Because we’re really, let me put it this way: March is like two different years in one month. 

We start, you know, the phrase goes “in like a lion out like a-- or in like a lamb, out like a lion.” 

And this year, particularly, that couldn’t be more true. It’s like there’s two different ecosystems of 

consciousness in the month of March. We come in on this Piscean wave, this Mercury retrograde 

wave where we may feel sleepy and tired and dream oriented.

00:20:03 And then we end on this, and we as we go through the arc of the month, we go through 

really deep systems in our business. We look at things through the greatest lens of sobriety, and 

as we end, we are in a whole different stratosphere. So March is a month to buckle down, which is 

why I’m saying these 1st two weeks in February are so critical and so crucial-- because then we do 

go into this retrograde activity and then these pivotal alignments that we cannot underestimate 

really start to come into fruition.

00:20:39 And then we have the equinox. And the equinox happens when the Sun moves into 

Aries, and Aries just couldn’t be more different energy than Pisces. Pisces is the last sign of the 

Zodiac. It’s about endings and completions. It’s about empathy and intuition. Aries is the first 

sign of the Zodiac. It’s about “Get your engines roaring. It’s time to go.” Those are very different 

energies. Now, underneath it we have the backdrop of this is we have some of the most pivotal 

astrological alignments we’ve ever had in our entire lives happening.

00:21:11 So we want to come into March strong. Mercury stations direct on the ninth, so that’s 

a very great day to review where you’ve been. It’s also that Full Moon, very pivotal Full Moon and 

then we go immediately to the 11th when the Sun sextiles Jupiter. Circle the 11th. Put that in your 

planner. This is a great day for you to start to ask for what you need. Start to make the request. 
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Have the sales calls. Go after what you want. On the 14th, there’s more powerful, positive, growth-

oriented energy where you’re really being asked to go for what you want. 

00:22:08 The 19th, when the Sun moves into Aries, the Sun also sextiles Saturn. And there’s 

some other very positive and potent energy going on that day, the 19th. Big, game-changing, 

watershed day. Positive, followed by the 20th with Jupiter and Mars conjoining one of the best 

days of the year in terms of connecting to your ambition, knowing what you want, making it 

happen. Powerful, rare, abundant. 

00:22:39 Then on the 21st, Saturn changes signs. So Saturn leaves Capricorn and enters into 

Aquarius. This is huge, guys. Saturn stays in Aquarius. Let me look at the day, I’ll tell you when 

Saturn goes out of Aquarius. I believe it’s-- actually let me just get there when I get there. But 

Saturn moves into Aquarius. And Saturn in Aquarius is a whole new world. Like I forget what 

Disney show  that’s from, the “Whole New World,” the theme song. But it’s like we’re in a whole 

new-- Is it Aladdin?

00:23:25 Yes. Oh, thank you. It was like “A whole new world...” And it’s so pivotal when Saturn 

changes signs, you won’t feel it immediately, but it’s happening. Other very positive, paradigm-

shifting days of the month, the 23rd of March. This is not a time to go too hard, actually it’s the 

22nd and the 23rd. You want to take it easy to some degree, but it’s a quiet power. You want to 

know in your belly what you want and where you’re going. This is right before that New Moon on 

the 24th. So, the 23rd: a day to tap into your power and your knowing. 

00:24:10 Again, one of the most powerful and potent sets of days for the-- again, in the entire 

year-- in terms of cultivating good luck and abundance, asking for what you need, moving the 

ball forward in your business is March 27th and 28th. So the 28th is a Saturday. Sometimes I work 

Saturdays when the aspects are really strong. I’ll take days off when the aspects aren’t so great, 

you know? And so that, or maybe like a Tuesday. I’m personally going to work March 28th. It’s a 

great day to get things done. So if you-- sometimes I call them, like “work-ations” on the weekends, 

like if you guys do that and that’s aligned with your constitution and your family needs, just know 

that the 28th you could get a lot done. On March 28th. I love knowing those moments. They really 

help me plan the year. 

00:24:59 Okay, so now just going back to this New Moon chart. [And Jen, just so you know, if 

you need to go beyond an hour, I think it’s, I think I’ve got this block for 90 minutes.] Oh, that’s so 

much better because I was like, an hour is going to be really tight. [Yeah, yeah. If you need to go 

over and if people need to drop then that’s fine because you’ll get the recording as well. So don’t 

fret, anyone. It’ll be fine.] 
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00:25:25 Okay great, so let’s look at this Aries New Moon. I just love that. Thank you so much 

because now I feel like I could “ahh” a little bit more. Okay, so we have an Aries New Moon. So the 

Aries New Moon is the astrological New Year. When the Sun moves into Aries, as it does on the 

equinox, it’s that Zodiac begins again. So I know that we have the new year, right? What’s that? 

March. March, March. You’re Right. Sorry. You’re right. Thank you for correcting me. So when the 

Sun moves into Aries on April, I mean March 19th, we kick off the whole Zodiac. 

00:26:04 So we know in on January 1st we have the New Year, the new calendar year. And that 

corresponds, really, if we look at it, the astrological component, the winter solstice, which is on 

December 20th, right? And then we technically start the calendar on January 1st. But we restart 

the Zodiac when the Sun moves into Aries, and then the first New Moon after that is, to me, the 

most important New Moon of the year. And actually Ptolemy, one of the original astrologers of all 

time, claims that-- in ancient text-- that this New Moon, the first New Moon after the Sun moving 

into Aries is the most important New Moon of the year. And this year it’s the same.

00:26:50 But it also has these really potent, powerful aspects going on that highlight this even 

more. So if you have yet to claim your New Year’s goals, or if you started off thinking this was 

going to be this year and now you’re realizing, well, this year’s really about something else, fret not 

because March 24th opens again a new chapter.

00:27:16 And so we have Sun and Moon conjoined in Aries like we wouldn’t any New Moon. You 

know, the Sun and Moon conjoined, this time is in the zodiacal alignment of Aries. It’s very close 

to Chiron. Chiron’s the “wounded healer.” Chiron asks us to look at where our pain is giving way to 

our capacity to heal others. So this New Moon in Aries is about kick-starting the astrological year. 

It’s about really letting our ego drop, letting go of our ego, and looking at where our pain and life 

has guided us through our unfortunate circumstances to know our knowledge and our wisdom on 

the deepest level, and so that could be challenging. 

00:28:00 So it’s tender, but it’s oh so powerful. If we look over here, if you guys are following, 

this is Jupiter. This is Pluto. This is Mars. Jupiter’s at 23 degrees Capricorn. Pluto’s at 24 degrees of 

Capricorn. And Mars is at 25 degrees of Capricorn. This is the fancy language known as a stellium. 

It’s when three planets, or more but in this instance it’s three, acting as one. They’re combining 

forces in one sign. So we have Jupiter, the giver of good luck, good fortune, and abundance. We 

have Pluto, the “great destroyer.” It’s responsible for our birth and rebirth cycles. It’s responsible for 

us getting into our deepest sense of power. And we have Mars, the force of action, all in alignment 

within two degrees of one another in the sign of Capricorn, which is structures and business, our 

entrepreneurial adventures. 
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00:28:55 So this New Moon I’m going to venture, I’m going to say this is perhaps-- I hate to say 

these grandiose things because they sound so far-fetched when you hear it. But you know, as an 

astrologer who studies these charts and has been studying this particular chart for many, many, 

many years. This particular New Moon in Aries has been very interesting to lots of astrologers for 

a very long time. I’m going to go out on a limb and say this is one of the most pivotal New Moons 

of your lifetime. Even more so, if you’re an Aries. If you’re an Aries, if you’re a Capricorn, this is a 

very big New Moon. But if you’re any astrological sign, this March 24th, 2020, New Moon, which 

happens at 5:28 early in the morning Eastern Standard, at four degrees of Aries is an invitation for 

you to reclaim your goals, your dreams, your desires. 

00:29:51 New Moons are times for planting seeds. So if you get nothing else out of this entire 

lecture, just know that this New Moon is not to be missed in terms of its gravity and potential for 

you to plant seeds of what you most want to see grow in your life. It’s not a balanced New Moon. 

If there’s a lot of imbalances in this New Moon, it’s a time where your passion and your drive 

are going to be exalted. It’s a time when your ego is going to need to be humbled. And those 

are polarizing energies: I want, I need, I’m having. But who am I anyway? And I’m just spirit and 

we all are, and this pain is really ushering me into my power, so I need to get out of my way and 

understand it.

00:30:39 So it’s dichotomous. There’s a dichotomy here. We also have Saturn having just moved 

into Aquarius. Saturn in Aquarius is going to be a very big deal at the end of 2020 into 2021. As 

a matter of fact, all of 2021 is going to be defined by this-- Saturn’s flirting in the earliest degrees 

of Aquarius, really giving us a very different energy to play with. Now, I would say we like to 

understand life forwards, where really we understand it backwards. And so how this shows up in 

your life, we just don’t know yet, and we just won’t know. So stay curious, but Saturn in Aquarius 

is very much about creating community.

00:31:18 So if you’re interested in creating new communities in your business, in ways that 

service greater people online and ways to grow your online presence and ways to do offline group 

interactions, group trainings, retreats, just know that the cosmic curriculum is coming in to aid you 

with that, in no small way. Does that make sense? No. Pop this open. Any immediate questions 

before I move on to April?

00:31:52 [When’s the Saturn move into Aquarius?] 

00:31:56 Saturn moves into Aquarius. It’s the 21st. 

00:32:09 [So does the March like 11th-19th window make for a better launch period? You were 
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saying to avoid the May-to-June for like a big promotional lunch?] 

00:32:22 Yeah. Oh, yeah. After that, Mercury stations direct. You guys, March is packed with 

powerful and positive energy. And particularly that New Moon is just so potent on the 24th. And 

you can really get a lot done at that time of year. But it’s intense, right? It’s intense. This is intense. 

This is like gale-force winds. It’s not without a tremendous sense of power, so power is a good 

thing, but we need to wield it with maturity. Does that make sense?  

00:32:22 So what you guys see here is--I was looking at this very awesome New Moon in April. 

But what you see here is a professional software that I use to help me understand charts, right? 

So a lot of this, guys, is going to be advanced technical approaches that I take to astrology, but 

I’m going to translate it all into English. So if you’re looking at this and it doesn’t make any sense 

to you, don’t worry. But one of the reasons why I felt really called to do it this way this year was 

because I know a lot of you are really interested in astrology and you’re studying and you’re 

learning it.

00:33:02 [So what are you doing or planning to do differently around that New Moon in terms 

of a ritual or creating space, or like tuning more into that dreaming process, as opposed to like 

your regular--]

00:33:18 Were you going to finish that? 

00:33:21 [No, that was kind of a half-sentence. Sorry.]

00:33:28 Got it. Yeah, so here’s my tip on manifesting with moons. It’s not so much what you do 

on a New Moon. It’s who you’re being, you know? It’s not so much like, do I write my wishes out? 

Do I have the ritual? I love all that stuff and I teach all that stuff and I do all that stuff. But having 

done this now for 20-some-odd years, what I’ve learned, it’s who you’re being. It’s who you’re 

being at that New Moon that really vibrates.

00:34:00 You know, I once heard Martha Beck say, “We don’t create based on our thoughts. 

We create based on who we are.” So you know, we’re holographs, and we’re vibrating at so many 

different levels, and yeah, our thoughts create our reality, sure, and our intentions at New Moon set 

things in ripples. But more than anything, it’s who we’re being as our energetic container. It’s our 

vibrational frequency. It’s our thoughts. It’s our beliefs. It’s our actions. 

00:34:29 And so this is more than just, like, do a special ritual this New Moon. This is like call 

yourself home. And so between now and then, and this isn’t something you just whip up on the 

24th, it’s really a call to action from from this moment forward. You’re getting this information. 

So what do you need to do at this moment forward to get yourself in alignment with your higher 
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self? We all know the places where we’re not in integrity, where we’re putting off things, where we 

haven’t said that thing we need to say, where we’re ignoring our bodies, where we’re overworking, 

where we haven’t made amends. We haven’t asked for apologies yet.

00:35:11 You know, those places that are kind of in the back of our minds and on that to-do list 

for one day or later, another time. You know, my best suggestion for you is to when to get off this 

call or at some point in the next few days, or certainly during that Mercury retrograde period, list 

all of your incompletes, the things that pull you down, and start to tackle them.

00:35:36 This is about atonement on a spiritual level. I’m going way spiritual right now. I hope 

that that’s okay. But this is about atonement on a spiritual level. This is about getting right with your 

body, your soul. This is about coming into your biggest dreams, your biggest hopes, your biggest 

desires. It’s not micromanaging, to-do energy. It can be once we make those lists, right? Like, you 

know, apologize. Reach out. Send a thank-you card. Those are to-do’s. Have the intentions set, do 

the ritual, see the Reiki healer, those are to-do’s. But if we take a step back, this is about becoming. 

00:36:10 And so the First Quarter of the year, Q1-- because now we’re going into Q2, right after 

this. Q1 is about reconciliation, starting with that Saturn-Pluto conjunction on January 12th where 

the cos-- we got a cosmic ass-kicking, followed by the first Mercury retrograde of the year where 

we’re coming deeply into our emotions, our emotions and the emotions of those around us. With 

this, all this power aligning in Capricorn, which is about systems and structures and responsibility 

and integrity. By the time we get to this New Moon, it’s about consolidating our inner knowing and 

being in alignment. 

00:36:55 So my actual wish for all of us is that we wake up that day. We set our intentions. We 

write them down. Well, what we really do is we ground into our power, into our quiet power, into 

our hearts, into our souls. We align with the force and the truth of who we are on an energetic 

level, and we commence the rest of the year from that place. Does that answer the question? Is 

that helpful? 

00:37:20 We can get so lost in the weeds with astrology, like this means that, and that means 

this, and do this then. But I want to give you the top line, which is atonement, reconciliation with 

your heart and your soul and the people who mean the most to you. And if there are relationships 

that are no longer working for you and you’re going along to get along, take care of that in 

advance.

00:37:53 If there are things in your business where you’re playing small and you know you’re 

not asking for what you need, handle it now. You do not want to be playing catch up come March 
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24th. You want to have that stuff done in advance. And you want to really hone in, honor the 

highest level of integrity for who you are. Okay? 

00:38:17 I don’t know who asked that question. [That was Danielle. And I think that Dionne has 

her hand raised.]

00:38:25 Okay, let’s hear from Dionne. Dionne, are you still there? Do you need me to unmute 

you? 

00:38:25 [Oh, hi. No, I didn’t have a question.]

00:38:46 Okay, okay. I saw your hand was raised, all good. Okay, we’ll keep going. So on that 

note of honoring our highest level of integrity this New Moon. Like I said, it’s conjoined Chiron. 

It’s calling us into understanding our mission this life, from understanding where our illnesses, 

our setbacks, our wounds, and our betrayals-- those who betrayed us as well as those we have 

betrayed-- are ushering us into a deeper sense of intellectual, spiritual wisdom.

And that’s going to be highlighted on the 25th. So just know that this is a call to your greatest level 

of integrity. And it’s also a call to your greatest level of humility. And by honoring our humility, we’ll 

rise.

00:39:21 I’m going to move on to April. Just close that so I can see fully. Okay, so now we’re in 

April. We’re fully in Aries season and we’re out of the Mercury retrograde, and we’re in a still sweet 

spot. We’re now in the sweet spot where we were--let me just pull up with a Full Moon. On April 

7th, we’re in this sweet spot where there’s no retrograde activity. So again, a retrograde activity is 

when planets aren’t working at their highest power strength and there’s a debilitation. The planet 

can’t do its job to its greatest capacity. And so there’s a sense of debilitation. 

00:40:33 Not right now, not April 7th, not this Full Moon. This Full Moon is another powerful 

game-changing portal for humanity to walk through where you can step up and step out on your 

business in no small way and start to really set seeds to cultivate true abundance. And I’ll tell you 

why, on April 4th, we have one of the most important days of the year. Jupiter and Pluto conjoin. 

Jupiter is good luck, good fortune, and abundance. Pluto is power. Jupiter and Pluto connecting 

is, in Capricorn, one of the best aspects for building wealth, for increasing revenue, for calling in 

money.

00:41:19 So you want April 4th highlighted big time on your calendar. But really, it’s the few 

days before and a few days after. It’s certainly this Full Moon that we’re going to experience in 
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Libra. The Full Moon in Libra happens April 7th, 2020, at 10:34 p.m. And this-- if you see the glyphs, 

that’s Jupiter and that’s Pluto. They’re conjoined in Capricorn, and that I just can’t say more about 

how powerful this Full Moon is in terms of making things happen.

00:42:01 Now the Full Moon in Libra does square the Capricorn energy. It’s a loose square-- 

squares challenge-- but truly this is to piggyback off of what I’ve already talked about. Q1 is about 

consolidation and atonement. This Full Moon is about embodiment. The Aries Sun is in Aries, 

Moon is in Libra. It’s the me vs. we dichotomy; Libra’s all about us and Aries is all about--us as in 

a union, as a unity with others-- and Aries is all about me, what I want. So we do have to take into 

consideration how we are in partnership.

00:42:46 This is a Full Moon that asks us to look at partnership, but it’s also a Full Moon that 

asks us to hold our power. So that’s April 7th and again, no retrograde activity. Things can get 

done very significantly and powerfully at this time. Most potent, powerful days of the month. April 

4th. Consolidation of energy calling home. The Full Moon at 18 degrees of Libra on the seventh, 

wildly igniting. Mercury sextiles Jupiter, Mars squares Uranus so there’s a challenge there that is 

like, you want to be very careful. On some level, it’s not a call to recklessness, Mars square Uranus 

can feel a little bit like war, but pick, so pick your battles wisely because there are things you do 

need to confront at this time.

00:43:54 There are things that do need to be called out and looked at, so use it productively 

but use it consciously. Again, this is Mars in Aquarius, this is Uranus. They’ll be in a square. A square 

is a challenging angle, and, but the good really outweighs the bad here, in terms of potential.

00:44:21 The next pivotal moment of the month is the 22nd and that is the New Moon in Taurus. 

I will show you that chart.

00:44:32 Here we have the Moon and the Sun conjoined at three degrees of Taurus. Taurus is 

a sign of embodiment, Taurus is the sign of stability, but they’re snug right next to Uranus. And 

Uranus is about destruction and evolution. So whoa, this is really about calling forth the divine 

feminine energy in our lives.

00:44:50 This is really about ushering our own sense of personal integrity with our hearts and 

our souls. This is about stepping into new foundations for how we manage our own wealth, for 

how we relate to our bodies. Body confidence is up big time. This New Moon, it’s really about 

planting seeds for abundance. So this New Moon, I’m going to say it’s about what, who you’re 

being. But also it’s really about what you’re planting. 

00:45:22 So this New Moon, like I would plan new thought forms, as I call them, which are just 
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mindsets around how you want to hold and honor your wealth, how you want to cultivate your 

abundance. There’s so much happening this time of year for you to really be stepping into a new 

realm of abundance.

00:45:50 So other challenging days this month. The 28th is not a time to, you know, if someone 

gives you feedback, if you hear from a client that they’re not happy with the service you provided 

or there’s something you could have done better. There are a few times this month that I really 

want you to take that seriously. April 14th and April 28th. The 14th and the 28th, you want to take 

feedback very seriously. You want to look at what you could do better. You don’t really want to ask 

yourself difficult questions. If you have a business coach, go over your systems. Look at what and 

how you can be doing things better. It’s not a time to push.

00:46:37 It’s a time, that’s a time to yield and listen. The Sun moves into Taurus on the 19th, 

which is the transition from Aries into Taurus. It’s abrupt because Aries is like roaring to go and 

Taurus is about calm down, go slow. So that’s a, that’s almost like a downshift. It’s like rushing, 

rushing, rushing-- if I give you an analogy, it’s like when you’re trying to get to vacation and 

everything thing feels harried and you’ve got all these things to do and you’re checking off lists, 

and you’re catching flights, and you’re checking your passports. You’re packing. You know you’re 

doing all the things you need to do to get out the door. You’re putting on your out of office reply.

00:47:12 And then you get to vacation. You’re like, Oh. It’s just a different frequency that you 

drop into. And that’s a lot of what the transition from Aries into Taurus is.

00:47:21 So that transition happens on April 19th. So that’s a big change in the energetic 

frequency of the month and then Pluto stations retrograde on the 25th of April. Pluto’s station 

and-- it’s something, you know, I would put that on the challenging side of dates for the month.

00:47:42 Like when Pluto stations retrograde, it does with Mercury squaring Pluto. And Mercury 

square Pluto with Pluto stationing retrograde, it can feel disruptive. Like power dynamic shift. 

That’s a Saturday, so create space around it. 

00:48:00 On the 26th the Sun and Uranus conjoin. And this is really about radical breakthroughs 

in thinking, intuitive insight, calling forth new entrepreneurial ideas. And that energy is-- there’s 

a sense of the foot being on the gas and the foot being on the brake because we’re in, like I said, 

some challenging energy where you don’t want to go too fast. And the Sun is now in Taurus where 

there’s a slower tempo. But there’s this brilliance coming through at the same time. And so pay 

attention to the brilliance that’s shining through. 

00:48:45 And then moving into May is when the year starts to get complicated. You know, it’s 
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already been a complicated year for sure. It is complicated energy we’re in. But as we get into May, 

this-- things shift. And so my prayer for all of us is that knowing that, is that knowing that we’re 

this information in advance, right, that we’re able to really take care of business between now and 

May. Like if I, the way that I plan my stuff and the way that I work, just to give you insight, is that 

I look at my whole year and I have my biggest goals of the whole year, and then I back backtrack 

and see that what are the most opportune times to get things done? 

00:49:38 So one of my goals this year is to get all my biggest things done that I can that are 

time-appropriate, like tasks I have to handle, decisions I need to make, in advance of May or by 

May13th-ish. And there’s a lot of things I can’t get done, right? There’s a lot of things that are time-

appropriate for the end of the year, middle of the year, or different times, and it’s just not possible. 

But if I can, I will try to get as much done as I possibly can by like the first or second week of May. 

00:50:09 And I, what I mean is like my biggest heavy-hitting, most important, highest impact 

items. If I can take them off my list and get them done, I will.

00:50:20 So I advise everyone to do the same because the middle of May, Venus goes retrograde, 

Saturn goes retrograde, Jupiter goes retrograde, and these are very big retrogrades that happen. 

And Venus going retrograde, I’m going to say is the most important one, because Venus rules are 

how we adorn ourselves, how we shine in the world, what we’re known for, what we love, where 

were we attune our values. And Venus going retrograde is going to ask us to reevaluate how we’re 

showing up in relationships and how we can honor our truest values even more. It does impact 

money. So in Venus retrograde, it has, it has an impact on cash flow because Venus also rules 

money. 

00:51:08 And then as Venus goes retrograde through all of June, we have eclipses. So eclipses 

are our most powerful and potent lunations of the year. They’re our wild cards. And so, from middle 

of May through the very much the end or the beginning of July really we’re in this topsy-turvy time 

of the year where things are going to change fast, and it’s not going to feel like predictable energy 

like, I would love to be able to predict with you how it’s going to show up. 

00:51:42 Each of us have our own cosmic contracts and our own alignments with how we’re 

working our lives and our own spiritual lessons. So for each of us, it’s going to show up differently.

00:51:53 But cosmically speaking, it’s almost like there’s a full stop and then there’s a redo 

or there’s-- new perspectives are coming in, and it can be sudden and abrupt change. It can be 

breakthrough, radical breakthrough, where we see things we didn’t understand. We were out of 

alignment, and now we know what to do to get back into alignment where we revisit. People from 
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our past come forward to help us really integrate where we are now.

00:52:18 Aspects of our most intimate relationships show us where we can step up and be 

more in service of ourselves and others in our mission. And consequently, other people are going 

to go through their own stuff. And that’s going to shift how were relating to one another.

00:52:33 So it’s, it’s a challenging time. It’s an exciting time. It’s a little bit of a roller coaster 

ride, but this is where our spiritual practices really serve us because if we’re anchored and more 

grounded and we’re aligned with our highest sense of self, this is going to be a really exciting time. 

Topsy-turvy but so is like a roller coaster ride, you know? It’s like, “Oh, that was scary hairpin turn. 

But whoa, how fun, and I wouldn’t trade that for the world.”

00:53:04 So I do have a sense of anticipation and excitement around this time of year. Venus is 

going retrograde in Gemini, and in Venus and Gemini is very much about our communication. It’s 

our intellectual knowledge, it’s our groups, our friendships. And a lot’s going to come out of this 

in very powerful and potent ways. Our job is to be aware our job is to be aware.

00:53:33 So some of my most favorite energy of of May, on the 4th, Mercury and the Sun 

conjoin. That’s a powerful time to really tune in to our intellect and our knowledge. The 5th is when 

the Nodes of Fate switch signs, and that’s a really big deal when the Nodes of Fate switch signs. 

I’m not going to go into it too much because it’s very technical and advanced, but suffice it to say, 

it’s an entree to Eclipse Season, which I’ll be talking about more as we go through. 

00:54:09 And the 5th is a big day of change. The 9th, Mercury trines Pluto and then on the 10th, 

Mercury trines Jupiter, while the Suns sextiles Neptune. Whoa, the 9th and the 10th. These are 

great days. That might even be Mother’s Day, I don’t know, but these are great, great, great, great 

days to be with community, to be with others, to cement your knowing, to have breakthroughs, 

to if you write, if you want to, you know, write newsletters or batch your blogs-- it’s a weekend, of 

course, but if you work on weekends, it’s a great weekend to get things done. It’s also just pure 

play and fun, high-level romance, great for sex. This is sexy energy. 

00:54:51 Mercury trines Saturn on the 12th again. Amidst these retrogrades, there’s a lot of joy. 

There’s a lot of knowing. There’s a lot of cementing of what you need to know.

00:55:07 On the 15th, the Sun trines Pluto again. Power. This is you coming into your power. On 

the 17th, the Sun trines Jupiter. This is like “aaaahh.” Such a gift. Such a gift comes through on that 

time, you know this is--you leverage abundance and growth. 

00:55:24 On the 22nd, Mercury and Venus conjoin, and Saturn and Pluto, or Saturn and the Sun 

trine. So again, there’s a little challenging energy there as well that day. But it’s, in my opinion, a 
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very strong, strong, potent day. So the New Moon, let me pull up the New Moon for May. Actually, 

I’ll do the Full Moon on the 7th, and I’ll do the New Moon.

00:56:02 So the Full Moon on the 7th is a Full Moon in Scorpio. It’s 6:45 a.m. Eastern Time, and the 

Full Moon in Scorpio is about calling in your sexuality, your sensuality. It’s about unveiling secrets. 

It’s known as the Buddha’s Full Moon, it’s said to be the time with Buddha reached enlightenment.

00:56:21 I always look this as a great time for material wealth and prosperity. And it’s a call to 

your inner power. Sun in Taurus. Taurus is about sensuality and sexuality. And, if you think about it 

this way, Taurus is our throat, and Scorpio is our reproductive organs. And our pelvic floor impacts 

our voice so substantially, and so this is a great time to be working on pelvic floor exercises.

00:56:52 If you are experiencing painful sex or difficulties expressing your sexuality, this Full 

Moon calls you into embodiment and working on your voice. Honestly, singing is really powerful at 

this time. The New Moon, May 22nd is a New Moon in Gemini. And so this is very different energy 

than we’ve had all year because now we’re in the heat of air. Air is intellect and conceptual ways 

of being. It’s communication. And this New Moon at two degrees of Gemini trines Saturn and 

Aquarius.

00:57:38 So we’re starting, we’re going to start to really feel that Saturn in Aquarius influence. 

Mercury’s conjoined retrograde Venus. We’re going to be really getting into the embodiment of our 

Venus retrograde lessons. And this is a time, this is a New Moon to take action for sure, particularly 

take action around writing. So if you have the desire to write a book, if you’re a blogger, if you want 

to freelance, if you want to get bylines, this New Moon is a call to action to set those intentions.

00:58:13 This New Moon’s great for networking, but just know Venus retrograde is a cosmic 

shuffle. You know when you put your iPod on shuffle, you just don’t know what song is going to 

come next? That’s it’s a bit with the sort of people we’re going to be running into because the 

universe is going to have a curriculum for who we need, why we need them. And it’s not going to 

be what we think. So there’s a certain amount of surrender that needs to happen.

00:58:39 And then from this point forward were straight-up in eclipse season. So we’re going 

to have three eclipses and May is, I mean May gives way to June, and June is a very fast month. 

It’s a fast month that, I know, traditionally, Origin really catered to moms, and now the community 

shifted where it caters beyond moms. But I know specifically in this group there’s still a lot of 

moms, and this is that time of year where whoa, the kids are-- 

00:59:11 [I have a question. I’m sorry, I raised my hand, but you didn’t see it, I think.]

00:59:21 Yeah, I don’t see the hands. I’m just I am not in tune in that way. But, who’s speaking?
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00:59:24 Sorry, yes. 

00:59:26 What is your name? [Mariela.] Hi, Mariela. What’s the question?

00:59:31 [So I’m planning for IVF this year, and I was thinking May? But it seems to look very 

challenging, and I don’t know, I’m afraid now.]

00:59:45 No, no. It can be very fertile. Taurus season’s very fertile. With things like fertility, you’re 

calling in a soul. You’re calling in a soul, you know? And so this is, have you ever read Conscious--I 

think it’s Conscious Conception Work, conscious conception where you’re calling in a soul? 

00:59:45 [I know Spirit Babies, but okay.]

00:59:46 Let me see if I can find a resource for you. Okay? More important than, say, like an 

astrological alignment is the spiritual work of really asking the soul to step forward that is meant 

to be your child and paying attention to your body and your intuition.

01:00:26 I don’t think May is a terrible time for IVF. Actually, Venus rules all things feminine, and 

its retrograde is a time to go backwards and reclaim where we’ve lost aspects of self. So for you, 

if any fertility struggle is where you’re at and you have May down as the time to do it, please don’t 

be scared. You know, children are born during Mercury retrograde. Children are born during Venus 

retrograde. Children are born on eclipses all the time. Children are conceived all the time. 

01:00:58 [Well, it’s interesting that you say reclaiming parts of yourself because I only have one 

tube, so that’s...yeah.]

01:00:58 Yeah, reclamation of your heart and soul. Your heart and soul. And also, when Venus 

is retrograde is the time to be receptive. You know, it’s a time to call things in that we most want, 

and not necessarily go out and get them. But with IVF you’re actually receiving, right?

01:01:30 So if you can see this, at that time saying, call your baby in because if you can receive 

the soul, if you can receive the pregnancy, and you’re not doing the pregnancy, you’re not forcing 

the pregnancy, you’re not pushing the pregnancy, you’re in a very different frequency around the 

pregnancy. Does that make sense? [Yes, of course. Yeah.]

01:01:48 Does that answer your question, Mariela? [Yeah, that’s very good. Thank you very 

much.] Get in alignment with the frequency of your abundance and birth. And for all of you 

listening, you know, one person’s question is all of our questions. So how does that apply to you?

01:01:59 How can you be in frequency for what you’re calling in and move from being the doer 

to the receiver? And how can you call, like spiritually call in the audience, spiritually calling the 
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abundance, spiritually calling the growth that you want because that’s a very potent and powerful 

way that you just need to stretch.

01:02:15 [Right. Thank you.] Yeah! So coming into June, June is again, a month where, you 

know, it’s just hard to predict, truly, because of the eclipse energy, because Venus retrograde. 

Venus and the Sun conjoin on the 3rd, that’s known as a Venus starpoint. It’s a major turning point. 

What happens when Venus goes retrograde is Venus disappears from the sky and either moves 

into Morning Star or Evening Star and switches its orientation to Earth and disappears from the 

horizon. (And the mythology around it is that Venus goes to the underworld to resource her 

power.)

01:02:59 And so when Venus joins the Sun, as it will on the 3rd, is like we’re really being imbued 

with the sacred feminine. This is sacred feminine energy coming in. This is the time where we step 

out of the very structured ways that we may be approaching business and life and invite in magic. 

Now what I was saying before we had that question, was that this is also a very big turning point 

in the year. So for moms, your children or children are ending school years, mostly, if you’re in 

the States. And that happens so fast, like we just started them off in this grade, and now they’re 

going on to the next grade, and we have them for all summer. Whatever. It’s a big deal. There are 

graduations, there are weddings. There’s Father’s Day. It’s a very social, social, social month. 

01:03:42 So just know that there’s-- carve out times to integrate in June. If you could go on a 

retreat in June, I know that that’s crazy if you’re a mom, it’s maybe not possible, nut consider it. If 

you could take a day of silence in June, take it. We have two eclipses in June, and, like I said, Venus 

retrograde. So the most important things to discuss in June are: first, the Full Moon and then 

the New Moon. Because these are eclipses and eclipses are very, very, very powerful and potent 

energy exchanges. 

01:03:42 So on June 5th, we have a Full Moon in Sagittarius. Sagittarius is really about growth 

and adventure, but it’s happening again with the Eclipse Energy, and it’s happening with the Venus 

energy. So we want to be the observer. We want to be the receiver at this time, and we want 

wisdom. Jupiter rules Sagittarius and is all about wisdom, and so a Sagittarius Full Moon is about 

receiving wisdom.

01:04:55 So this is a time to carve out space. You do not want to overbook yourself this weekend. 

It’s a Friday that we’ll have this Full Moon. And if you can, create space. Under-schedule yourself, 

under-schedule yourself. Get help. If you can get a babysitter, if you can get a housekeeper, if you 

can get your assistant to do more, take things off your plate. Use the Do Less method, particularly 

around this Full Moon. 
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01:05:25 The New Moon that happens after this happens at Solstice. It’s a Solstice New Moon, 

so this New Moon happens at zero degrees of Cancer. Zero degrees of cancer is the Solstice. So 

on Solstice we have this New Moon, which is also a solar eclipse in the sign of the divine feminine. 

01:05:53 So now we’re closing out Q2 and we’re going into Q4. I’m looking for Q3, so we’re 

closing out Q2, which happened, started with the Equinox when the Sun moved into Aries, and 

now we’re coming to the Sun moving into Cancer, and we’re coming into summer in the Northern 

Hemisphere, winter in the Southern Hemisphere. In cardinal water. Cardinal water is about 

aggressive mama bear energy. It’s about tapping into the matrilineal lines of our family. It’s about 

taking care of our home. It’s about taking care of our hearts, about caring about those we love. 

01:06:41 So this is a time to call in your divine feminine energy, your egg energy, your yoni 

energy, to take care of your tummy. Take care of your belly to make sure you’re digesting, having 

digested the first six months of the year because now the year’s halfway over. So we have Saturn 

at the tiptop of the chart here at zero degrees of Aquarius. Saturn’s getting ready to go back into 

Capricorn. It’s not the highlight of this New Moon eclipse. Really the highlight of this New Moon 

eclipse is the fact that it’s the solstice at zero degrees of Cancer, and it’s a powerful time to really 

be calling in the divine feminine energy in your own life.

01:07:25 But it’s important to note that were teetering at the edge of that Aquarian energy that 

started a few months prior with the Equinox. And now we’re kind of-- Saturn’s going to quickly 

move back to Capricorn after this. Venus is still in its retrograde. Venus stations direct shortly after 

this New Moon, so it’s about embodiment.

01:07:52 Okay. And then we have this, the second of the three Jupiter-Pluto conjunctions on 

the 30th of June. Again, Gold Star Day.

01:08:06 Write that down, the 30th of June. Such a powerful day to reclaim your desire for 

abundance and growth. Venus stations retrograde on the 25th of June. And then, Mars, the Planet 

of Action, moves into Aries on the 27th of June. And guys, Mars will stay in Aries for the rest of the 

year. Mars will stay in Aries for the rest of the year. That is not normal. That’s a long time for Mars 

to be in Aries.

01:08:42 But because Mars is going to go retrograde on those dates I gave you, from September 

9th to 13th, it stays in Aries for a very long period of time. We have one more eclipse in the series 

of eclipses and this is it. July. It’s actually July 4th-5th, depending on where you are in the world, 

at 13 degrees of Capricorn. So basically, it’s a Fourth of July eclipse that has its own magic. 13 

degrees of Capricorn. The Sun’s at 13 degrees of Cancer. Capricorn is very much the energy we’ve 
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been dealing with all year.

01:09:33 Saturn just moves back to Capricorn, so we’re back to Saturn-in-Capricorn lessons 

that we have a Full Moon in Capricorn. Again, if you can, under-schedule, please do it. It’s another 

holiday in America, so I know we’ll have time and space to do that.

01:09:51 [Hey, Jen. There’s a question. What’s the significance of Mars in Aries?] Mars rules 

Aries, and Mars in Aries is about action, so it can Mars in Aries-- it can be feisty. It can be aggressive. 

It’s also very powerful to get things done. So this is particularly potent if you are an Aries. You’re 

going to have Mars in your sign for a very long time.

01:10:19 If you’re a fire sign, if you are Leo or Sagittarius, you’re going to have Mars in a fire sign 

in triplicity, helping you for the remainder of the year.

01:10:29 If you’re an air sign, if you’re Gemini, Libra, or Aquarius, Mars and this sign is very 

helpful to you.

01:10:36 If you’re a water sign, this could be a bit challenging. And if you’re an Earth sign, 

this could be a bit challenging. But really, Mars in Aries, the retrograde is the important part to 

pay attention to. And Mars in Aries, no matter who you are, Mars is in dignity. And so that means 

Mars can really do its job while it’s in Aries. Again, we have this long, retrograde where it will be 

debilitated from September 9th November 13th. But there’s a sense of being able to take action in 

no small way.

01:11:05 I hope that that answers the question, but moving on. So if you guys are following, 

May, Venus went retrograde. June, we had two eclipses. And then July we have a third eclipse. 

Venus is now direct, and we have some, you know, July through September 9, really now we’re 

coming back into less complicated energy.

01:11:33 So July and August, there’s a lot of opportunity to plan and execute and get really 

grounded for September.

01:11:42 I’m going not going to go too deeply into July and August because I really want to get 

to the fall. And I don’t want to miss time here. But just know that once we get past this, this eclipse, 

this lunar eclipse on the 13th, the lunations for that you know, the next New Moon is on the 20th.

01:12:10 We have a Full Moon on August 3rd. We have a New Moon on August 18th. So July 

20th, August 3rd, August 18th. It’s a New Moon, Full Moon, New Moon sequence. There is a lot of 

hospitable, meaning kind, energy happening in a way that is very, very, very helpful this summer. 

We can get a lot done in the summer months-- or the winter months if you’re in the Southern 
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Hemisphere-- and it’s really important to use that time wisely, you know, because June is going to 

be a little bit staccato, a little bit unexpected. And May is such a change, right? There’s change in 

the air in May and June. 

01:13:10 In July, we want to integrate, reconcile. August we want to integrate and plan, and 

then we want to get ready for September. September, October, November, particularly September 

and October are a little frustrating because we have the election in the US. It’s going to dominate 

everything. And we have Mars going retrograde, which is like not the “new year new you” energy 

we’re hoping for September, but we can still get a lot done.

01:13:26 But most importantly, we want to use these summer months-- or winter months if 

you’re in the Southern Hemisphere-- to really reconcile the change that’s happened so far. And if 

it’s okay with you TaKisha, I am going to just skip to September for sake of time. 

01:13:40 [Sure, and if you need to go over it all, it’s not a hard 90 minutes. So if you need to fit 

in the thing so that everyone has all the bits, it will be recorded. If you need to go past 90 minutes, 

it’s not going to cut us off, so.]

01:13:56 Oh! Great. Okay, thank you. Thank you. 

01:13:56 [We just can’t be here for, like, six hours.] 

01:13:58 No, I have a hard stop at 2:00.

01:14:02 [Okay. Yeah. So just go so everyone gets all the goodness, and then it’ll be transcribed 

so everyone has the details and can plan their years accordingly, and I think that would be awesome.]

01:14:15 Okay, great! So then let me just begin with back to July. So July 1, Saturn moves into 

Capricorn. Again, this is Saturn retrograde coming back to Capricorn. We’re coming back to the 

issues we began the year with. It’s not like a to-do. There’s no big entrepreneurial to-do, it’s just 

know that Saturn’s left Aquarius and come back to Capricorn.

01:14:36 And we have the second Mercury retrograde of the year happening July 12th and that 

Mercury retrograde goes from July 12. I mean, I’m sorry. So sorry I missed it. It goes from June 17th 

to July 12th. So amidst all the other June energy I gave you, Mercury’s retrograde from June 17th 

to July 12th, and Mercury stations direct on July 12th.

01:15:05 So just loop that in the June craziness is that we’re also dealing with a Mercury 

retrograde that during that time. 

01:15:13 The week of July 14th is a little bit chaotic because we have the Sun opposing Pluto, 
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which is one of the more challenging aspects of the year. So the 15th is, I would just mark that 

down, on one of the harder days of the year, and the same is true on the 20th of July. The Sun 

opposite Saturn. When the Sun opposes Saturn, when the Sun opposes Pluto, it’s an important 

time to pay attention to authority, to see what’s coming through, to not push too hard. But again, 

we’re coming out of these challenging, challenging periods where there is that-- you’re still you’re 

coming into a sense of consolidation and reconciliation of your power. You’re coming into a 

consolidation, reconciliation of your strength. And so I don’t want to overestimate the challenge 

here because really, this is a time of alignment. This is a time of coming into, of coming into your 

sense of power.

01:16:26 But just know that if things come up on the 20th and the 15th that are prompting you 

to see deeply and how you can change or how you need other people to change, or a boundary 

you need to enforce, that is cosmic, right? Cosmic. The Sun moves into Leo on the 22nd, and 

when the Sun moves into Leo, Leo is the time of year that’s really about courageous play and fun, 

courageous play and fun. And when the Sun is in Leo, it’s an invitation to be childlike, to come into 

your own child-like essence, to take vacation.

01:17:11 And I know that I talked about actually not taking vacation on this time of year, or 

mentally taking vacation, though, of course, get to the beach. And, of course, take those family 

vacations if that’s where they’re planned, just make sure that you’re utilizing your working time to 

its highest potential. Because when the Sun is in Leo, there is a sense of wanting to play and be 

free and bring play and freedom into your work. So that happens on the 22nd.

01:17:43 The New Moon on the 20th is a New Moon in Cancer. So let me just pull up that chart. 

So the New Moon in Cancer is at 28 degrees, and that happens on the 20th, and this really great 

numerology: July 20, 2020 for New Moon, and it’s 28 degrees of Cancer. It’s a dicey New Moon in 

that it opposes Saturn and Pluto, and it’s the second New Moon in Cancer that we will have in a 

row. So two New Moons in Cancer. The first one is the Solstice on the 20th or the 21st of June. This 

is the second New Moon in Cancer in a row. It’s a call to your divine feminine a second time. 

01:18:33 Going to move into August. Any questions before we move into August?

01:18:52 [I have one real quick. Can you hear me? Yeah. Okay. So if that’s the second-- sorry, 

this is Izzy-- it if that’s the second New Moon in Cancer, it’s calling to our divine feminine. But didn’t 

you also say that might, the 20th might be a challenging day to call in a power in alignment? So is 

it all going to be?]

01:19:12 Well, I mean, let’s stop there for one second. What does the divine feminine mean to 
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you?

01:19:17 [Well, that that is actually where I was headed was basically we’re talking about, you 

know, changes in patriarchy and all that. And again, all of this is coming up that I don’t know. It 

to me, to me, it just, I don’t know. I don’t know where I was going with that, but I mean, it-- again, 

a challenging day, divine feminine in these old lasting power structures, I think you said from the 

1500s. It just, I found that very interesting. And I was just basically clashes of the sexes, you know, 

our challenges there, but I guess we’ll just have to wait and see what happens.]

01:19:54 Actually, Izzy, I want to invite you into-- I’m going to provoke you a little bit with your 

permission. Is that okay? [Of course.] Let me see if I can see you, I don’t think I can.

01:20:06 You know, I think it’s important to understand that there’s an incredible, you know, the 

feminine isn’t a docile energy. It’s a very strong energy, and feminine empowerment isn’t about 

gender. It’s about, you know, owning the more organic aspects of our lives. But there’s a ferocity to 

it. Cardinal water. Cancer. Let’s just talk about what Cancer is. It’s cardinal. It initiates a season. And 

it’s water. It’s emotional. Cancer energy, I always call it the archetype of the breadwinner because 

it wants to create longevity of wealth for home and family.

01:20:52 And this is a very mothering, nurturing energy. But who here’s a mom? As a nurturer, 

are you docile or do you protect your kids? Do you stand up and fight for what you believe in? 

Okay. Yes. Yeah, right. It’s not. It’s not a “lay down and take it soft and easy” approach, like, and I 

think that that is, that’s a function of patriarchy that we see it that way in many ways. I’m going 

to see and for me, anyway, I don’t know if you agree with it, but I think that there’s a sense of 

lessening the power and the ferocity of the divine feminine.

01:21:43 So it’s palatable. Or you know this idea that if we are strong and courageous and 

stand in our truth, we’re crazy, huh? Yeah. Okay. But the reconciliation of our power is that we’re 

both, we’re soft and and we’re sweet. We’re strong and we’re powerful. It’s not an either-or. So 

that’s a great question. Thank you. Yeah. Yeah. Was there another question coming through? No, I 

didn’t see anyone. Okay, great.

01:22:16 But yet often in astrology-- it just begs this other point-- often in astrology, it’s like 

well, we’re having the best day of the year, and we’re having the worst day of the year, and they’re 

happening at the same time. You know, there’s a mixed bag, always, in astrology. It’s neither-- it 

just doesn’t work that way where it’s like all clear skies and no rain.

01:22:31 It’s always like, “Well, there’s a lot of sun coming this way. And you kind of gotta, like, 

tilt this way to get it And like, watch out over there.” And as an astrologer, I wish that wasn’t the 
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case. I wish it was just black and white. But there is a-- it’s just not how it works, you know, like 

where there’s always conflicting energy. 

01:22:50 The main theme of July, without getting into all the nuances, is consolidation, and 

there are always, you know, things to look out for, particularly Saturn and the Sun opposite-- 

Saturn and Pluto in opposition of that New Moon, and Saturn and Plato in opposition of the Sun is, 

you know, that’s-- that is a challenging aspect. But the main call to action in July is consolidation 

of energy, particularly after eclipse season, particularly after those storms that roll through with 

Venus retrograde, Mercury retrograde, the eclipse season all happening so in such an incredible 

velocity and such short amounts of time. From the middle of May until that eclipse on Fourth of 

July and really until Mercury stations direct just shortly thereafter, we are in this pressure cooker, 

this cosmic pressure cooker of growth and things happening really fast and furiously. 

01:23:51 And then when we get into July, we have to look back on what those months taught 

us. Consolidate our power and rise and that’s the call to action for July. I hope that’s clear. TaKisha, 

will you tell me if that’s clear?

01:24:11 [Yeah, to me it is.] Okay. And then we come into August. The Sun is in Leo. It’s just 

really inspiring a much lighter disposition when the Sun’s in Leo. The Sun in Leo is about play and 

joy and childlike frequency, and Leo rules the upper back and the heart. So it’s a time of standing 

strong. You know, this is a great time to be out running around under the sunshine and having fun 

and playing and bringing play into our life and into our work, and particularly connecting with the 

children of our life, but our inner child, too. 

01:24:47 And so, from a work perspective, from an entrepreneurial perspective, we are in, we’re 

in between worlds because we’re coming out of the Venus retrograde, but we’re getting ready 

to step into the Mars retrograde, and we want to make hay while the sun shines, literally and 

metaphorically.

01:25:12 Again, Mars is in Aries. So Mars is in Aries. The Sun is in Leo. Mars in Aries is a fire sign. 

Sun in Leo’s a fire sign. We’re having this trine, this fortuitous angle between Mars and the Sun 

throughout the whole month.

01:25:30 There will be potent moments where that perfects, but generally speaking, they’re 

acting harmoniously. And we want to take advantage of Mars in Aries before Mars goes retrograde. 

And that is the theme of August. So our Full Moon in August is August 3rd in Aquarius. So we have 

the Full Moon, August 3rd, 11:58 a.m. So we’ll really feel it all night the 3rd and into-- we’ll feel it on 

the 2nd, we’ll feel it through the 3rd. And the Full Moon in Aquarius is about freedom. Aquarius 
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is the sign that’s really about evolution, revolution, and change. But it’s a call to freedom. I always 

said this Full Moon’s about letting your freak flag fly.

01:26:25 If we look at the bottom of the chart, we have Jupiter, Pluto, and Saturn all doing 

their dance in Capricorn again. We have the Sun in Leo at 11 degrees. We have the Moon in Leo, 

I mean, the Moon in Aquarius at 11 degrees. We have Mars at 19 degrees of Aries. This is known 

as an applying trine to the Sun where Mars is lending a hand to the Sun, saying yes, take action, 

get things done. Take action, get things done. The challenging thing here is Aquarius is the ruler. 

I mean, sorry, Uranus is the ruler of Aquarius, and Uranus is squaring the Moon and squaring the 

Sun. So Uranus is very active at this Full Moon and is pushing, pushing for change. It’s a Full Moon 

that asks for change.

01:27:26 And then the subsequent New Moon in Leo is at, on the 18th. It’s at 26 degrees of 

Leo and like, look at this chart. I think this is the chart I had open when we first started the call 

because I was enamored with it. You know, this chart doesn’t mean much to anybody unless you 

read astrology. But this is a really harmonious situation we have going on with the Sun, Moon, and 

Mercury all very close to one another in Leo in a trine to Mars. Mars is action, igniting passion.

01:28:09 And this New Moon in the middle of the month of August when so many are on 

vacation is a really strong New Moon to ignite goals and dreams and desires for growth in your 

business and life and how you want to expand in leadership. A New Moon in Leo’s about expanding 

into leadership in your business. So for many, your children are starting to go back to school; for 

others, their children won’t go back to school until after Labor Day. And for those of you out of 

the country, your school systems are so different than ours here in the States. But it’s no matter 

where you’re at in your cycle of your summer and whether you have children at home with you 

or not, this is a very special New Moon to hold your vision for who you want to be as a leader, as 

an entrepreneur. Vision. This is a call to action for vision, a call to action for commitment to goals, 

dreams, desires around how you want to lead. 

01:29:09 Uranus was in a challenging position at the Full Moon prior, and this Full Moon it’s 

making this lovely-- it’s known as a sextile to Venus in Cancer. So it’s saying, “Hey, I’m going to 

help. Where last Full Moon I sent change an abrupt change. Now I’m giving you grace. I’m helping 

you really align with the ways that I can ignite your passion and help you grow and doing it from 

a values-based place. It’s a power. This is one of my favorite New Moons of the year. 

01:29:49 So we put that New Moon down as one of the best energies of the month. And then 

when we look at challenging energies of the month, well, yeah, we’ll go with challenging. When 

we look at challenging energies of the month, we’re looking at the 2nd and the 3rd, that’s it. Some 
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abrupt energy asking us to reconcile where we are in alignment with what we most want.

01:30:33 The 10th and the 13th could be abrupt as well, asking us to look at where we are and 

aren’t in alignment with what we want and what we need.

01:30:53 And then some of my favorite energy of the month is that New Moon. I really just love 

that New Moon on the 18th. The 17th leading into that New Moon, the 16th leading into that New 

Moon. The 16th, 17th, 18th, 19th-- that little group of days are potent.

01:31:14 As a matter of fact, just so you get a sense of how I plan for the year. I’m doing a big 

online symposium that week for those reasons. I like that energy so much. So that’s a good time 

for you guys to think about what seed you want to plant and how you want to harness and what 

you want to call for.

01:31:35 And then on the 22nd of August, we have the Sun moving into Virgo and then again, 

almost like what was I talking about the transition from Pisces into Aries being one of those really 

weird transitions, hard transitions, seems true with a transition from Leo into Virgo.

01:31:54 Leo is all about like play and freedom and fun and childlike energy, and then Virgo 

comes in. It’s like systems, order, structure, purity. Let’s get to the highest, most refined essence 

of what we’re doing. So is that abrupt shift from Leo into Virgo. But we crave it so much this time 

of year because if you do live in the Northern Hemisphere and you have had summer, it’s been a 

free-for-all. And then we come back to systems and order and structure.

01:32:24 And thankfully, you know, we have some support, as we do on the 25th, Mercury 

trines Uranus. On the 27th, Venus trines Neptune. On the 29th, Mercury trines Jupiter. So the 25th, 

Mercury trines Uranus, the 27th Venus trines Neptune, the 29th Mercury trines Jupiter. These are 

beautiful, powerful, potent elixirs of ease and grace. 

01:32:53 And then we move into September into the heart of Virgo season. And Virgo season is 

about systems, order, structure. But as I mentioned before, we have this very potent and powerful 

Mars retrograde happening, starting on the 9th. It’s a blessed Mars station, though. As Mars goes 

retrograde, the Sun and Jupiter trine. So when the Sun trines Jupiter, it’s like good luck, good in 

abundance, shining through. As Mars stations retrograde, our need to prove ourselves takes a 

vacation.

01:33:46 So how many of you here have genuine goals but sometimes they’re fueled by this 

desire to redeem yourself or prove yourself or show someone that they were wrong or course-

correct on some big level in life, right? To like, “They said I couldn’t. So I will.” Not to say our goals 

are fueled by vengeance, but there’s that sense of our success will be our revenge. Am I the only 
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one who’s ever felt that?

01:34:13 Because I certainly have set goals for those reasons. Right? If there’s no, let me just 

say that that’s what’s up. When we get to September and we hit this Mars retrograde, we’re going 

to be asked to look at why we want what we want. And if we are going after our goals and our 

dreams to prove that someone else was wrong or to validate ourselves so we feel worthy, we really 

have to call our attention to something I’ve coined a shame-based ambition where our ambition 

is really just another mask of our own shame, that we’re trying to accomplish to feel worthy and 

prove some. And then there’s hinges of vengeance and revenge in there, too, which, to be totally 

honest, is toxic. I say that with love. I do it myself. I’m not calling out anyone in a negative way.

01:35:06 It’s just to say that it won’t. It’s, that’s not why we want what we want, really, like if 

we’re coming from the most heartfelt place and true service-driven leadership, then it doesn’t 

really matter, right? At the end of the day, it doesn’t really matter. So we want to just pay attention 

to that. That’s that Mars retrograde, and again that lasts for September through October into 

November.

01:35:33 And then our Full Moon in September is a Pisces Full Moon. It’s fully back-to-work 

energy. The Sun’s in Virgo, Moon’s in Pisces, we have this whole trifecta of Saturn, Pluto, and 

Jupiter all in Capricorn opposing Venus again. This is a very powerful, potent moment. Full Moons 

are always culminations. The Full Moon in Pisces creates space and time in your life to dream.

01:36:08 We have Uranus trining the Sun. It’s so cool. Uranus is like asking for a breakthrough. 

Uranus is retrograde at this time. Uranus went retrograde August 15th and will be retrograde for 

the rest of the year.

01:36:24 But we like Uranus retrograde, particularly when it’s trining the Sun. That is not a bad 

thing at all. Mercury is in Virgo trining Saturn and Pluto, conjoined in Capricorn. So again, lots of 

information is coming through. Lots of information is coming through.

01:36:41 [Hey, Jen, there’s a couple questions. Is there a significance to the Full Moon happening 

before the New Moon in Leo season or in the Leo lunar cycle?] 

01:36:51 I’m not sure I understand the question.

01:36:57 [So, Theresa, did you want to ask your question? Yeah. Are you still on here? And then 

Robin asked, “What does it mean to an Aries when Mars goes retrograde?”] 

01:37:14 Yeah. I mean, that’s a really good question. When Mars goes retrograde, for an Aries, 

your ruler goes backwards and so it can feel frustrating, to be totally honest. It’s going to be like a 
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call to patience very much so, like it. Just be prepared to be patient.

01:37:31 And then I really want to understand this question about the Full Moon.?

01:37:35 [Well, she says, “Is there significance that in the Leo lunar cycle, the Full Moon happens 

before the New Moon?”] 

01:37:46 No, we have. Oh, I don’t think I really understand the question because the Full Moon 

is in Aquarius, and the New Moon is in Leo. So maybe I said something wrong, so it maybe I 

misspoke.

01:37:59 [Well, she asked, she asked this question during August, before you went into Virgo.]

01:38:04 Yeah. Yeah. No, it’s, so the Full Moon is on August 3rd, it’s in Aquarius. And then the 

New Moon is August 18th, and it’s in Leo. So, where you know, there there was two full, two New 

Moons in Cancer, and then we’re having more significant to this is that the New Moon in Leo is 

happening, you know, at the end of the month, because we technically had a new a blue Moon, a 

Cancer blue Moon, we had two Cancer New Moons. And now we’re just having our Leo New Moon 

at 28 degrees.

01:38:49 So there’s a lot of nuance I could go into there. It would really derail our conversation 

around degrees of Moon inclinations, but I think It’s just important for me to confirm, in case I said 

something wrong, that the Full Moon is on the 3rd in Aquarius, and then the New Moon on the 18th 

is in Leo. I’m sorry that that’s 26 degrees. I’m looking at a small chart, but what happened was is 

in Cancer that there were two. There were two New Moons in Cancer, and now we’re having our 

New Moon in Leo. Okay. I don’t know where I left off. 

01:39:31 But coming back to September and coming into October, September, we have, like I 

said, this powerful Full Moon that kicks off the month and then, you know, we’re going to also have 

our New Moon in Virgo on the 17th.

01:39:53 So we’ll have our Full Moon in Pisces on the 1st, and we’ll have our New Moon in Virgo 

on the 17th. And these are just New Moons that are coming towards the end of the Sun in that sign, 

as opposed to the Sun at the beginning. Of all the things we could pay attention to in astrology, 

this is not one that I would flag as highly influential or fortunate or something to really grapple 

with, but we do have the New Moon in Virgo at 7 a.m. on the 17th. New Moons in Virgo are times 

to plant seeds of desire when it comes to how you want to relate to your health, how you want to 

organize and systematize your home, your business, your chores, your daily routines, and rituals.

01:40:38 The Sun trines Pluto on the 14th. That’s a very powerful moment, Sun trining Pluto on 
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the 14th. A lot can get done under that energy. The Sun trines Jupiter on the 9th again. That’s the 

same day Mars goes retrograde. But wow, what a great, great, great energy. Venus trines Mars on 

the 28th. These-- this is a moment where you can really animate your potential and your power. 

Even with Mars retrograde. Those were some of my more favorite days of the month.

01:41:12 Some of the more challenging days of the month are-- now let me also add Mercury 

trines Saturn on the 3rd. That’s a great, great, great vibe. Mercury trining Saturn-- commitments-- 

it’s a great day to make commitments. Of the more challenging energy of the month we have 

Venus square Mars, which can feel a little bit of like a warring energy on the 4th, but I wouldn’t-- 

that’s nothing. It’s really nothing to worry about. Venus squares Aquarius on the 15th. Again, Venus 

is asking us to own where we need to be more authentic at that time.

01:41:54 It’s really around reconciliation of our authentic power. Mercury squares Saturn on the 

23rd. This is not my favorite day to ask for things. Mercury also opposes retrograde Mars on the 

24th. So if you’re going to make an offer or pitch something, the 23rd and 24th are not my favorite 

days to do that. Or the 21st when Mercury squares Pluto. 

01:42:17 The Sun moves into Libra on [October] 22nd, and that is our third-- I mean, I’m sorry, 

our second equinox of the year and a very big turning point when everything comes into balance. 

Equal day, daylight equals nighttime energy, and we usher ourselves into the final chapter of the 

year, which is very much off.

We’re going to rip-and-roar come November. So the Sun moving into Libra is a time to pay 

attention to what we find beautiful. Do we love our website? Do we love our branding? Do we love 

how our brand has felt? The felt sense of our brand in the world. The brand, remember, a brand 

is a touchpoint with us at any given moment. So a brand could be how someone feels when they 

come to our Instagram page. A brand could be how someone feels when they send an email to 

your inbox. A brand could be when they actually have a personal interaction with us.

01:43:24 And so with the Sun coming into Libra, we really want to take our branding very 

seriously and our message, our messaging into the world.

01:43:34 I think I’m seeing a question. I don’t know if I amam?

01:43:42 [It just says, “Will we get access to this calendar as a download?”] 

01:43:45 I mean, I can give you guys that calendar. It’s not going to make much sense, but I’m 

happy to. If for those who are astrologically astute, sure.

01:43:54 [Yeah, I would not know where to begin with that, but--]
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01:43:59 Let me, let’s continue on. I don’t want to confuse people more. Yeah. Okay, so the 

New Moon in Virgo on the 17th is at 25 degrees. It’s in a trine to Saturn, Pluto, and Jupiter. I love 

that for getting things done again. I’d put this on on the, one of my favorite days of the month for 

systematizing and implementing, new beginnings, fresh starts, and orientations to our business. So 

again, I’ve got to move really fast here because November is a month to not miss. And December.

01:44:42 I’ll go quickly. Go quickly because I know we have little time. October we have Mars 

retrograde the whole month and when you go through the challenging days, there are quite a few 

in October.

01:44:59 And then I’ll go through the highlights. So Pluto stations direct on the 4th. Again, 

that’s a moment to just kind of like, buckle up your seat belt. When Plato stations direct, it can feel 

turbulent on planet Earth. At the same time, Mars conjoins Eris. And when Mars conjoins Eris, it’s 

a very, that’s a very, I want to say aggressive combination.

01:45:25 So we want to go slow as we come into the month early because these are intense 

energies for us to be dealing with. Mercury opposes Uranus on the 7th and then Mars, which just 

joined Eris, squares Pluto on the 9th. So this whole week, the first week of October, there’s a lot of 

power dynamics at play.

01:45:50 And remember, we’re in the heart of political season, so we’ll really see this on the 

national stage. Mercury stations retrograde on the 13th. This is a hard Mercury retrograde, much 

like the Mercury retrograde we had in June to July where was happening with Venus retrograde. 

This Mercury retrograde is happening with Mars retrograde, and so we have multiple retrogrades 

happening at once that can make things feel really confusing.

01:46:16 So October’s a month where I would be very kind and compassionate with myself. I 

would not overschedule. I would be leaning to the Mars retrograde energy of going inward and 

aligning inward. You’re going to be called to use your ferocity in your voice in the world in a way 

that’s powerful and potent, and that’s okay. But I would personally not make this my heavy-hitting 

month for revenue generation. I just wouldn’t.

01:46:44 I would make this a month for creativity, for inner reconciliation, for dreaming and 

planning for the year ahead. And I wouldn’t put too much on my plate in October if I could. I would 

make this about servicing. I’d make this about looking at brands. I would make this looking at user 

experience in my business. How can I find you in my systems?

01:47:01 How can I make things better and stronger? But it wouldn’t necessarily make this a 

big month about a huge push to call in new money. You can if you need to. Absolutely. And I’ll 
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tell you the best days to leverage. But overall, it’s-- with Mercury retrograde and Mars retrograde, 

you’re far better to wait till after the election season in November.

01:47:22 So Sun squares Pluto on the 15th. Again, this is challenging energy. Sun squares Saturn 

on the 18th, challenging energy. But to change the view into what I love about this month, what 

is really strong about this month is we have Jupiter sextiling Neptune. We have Mercury sextiling 

Venus on the 12th.

01:47:52 We have Venus trining Jupiter on the 19th. So the 12th and the 19th bring some really 

powerful energy. Venus trines Pluto on the 21st. And then Saturn on the 24th. And those, that 

combination as well are highlight, highlight, highlight energies. So the 12th, the 19th, the 21st, and 

the 24th have the strongest energy of the month.

01:48:18 The Sun moves into Scorpio on [November] 22nd. And when the Sun moves into 

Scorpio on the 22nd, we’re really going into a deep dive into our inner power, our inner resources, 

into reconciling our-- Scorpio is a time where we go to the depths of our shadow to reclaim our 

light.

01:48:41 And so it’s also a time where, in the Northern Hemisphere, we have very much waning 

sunlight, and so we’re coming into the time of year that’s dark. But on a metaphorical level, it’s 

about looking at our own darkness to reclaim our light. The most difficult moment of the Mercury 

retrograde journey is the 25th, which is a Sunday. So if we can take some time for ourselves, that 

is a wonderful thing to do on that Sunday.

01:49:27 The Full Moon in Aries is October 1st. And the New Moon in Libra is on the 16th. So 

we have the Full Moon in Aries on the 1st and the New Moon in Libra on the16th. I’m not going to 

go through this chart because we’ve got to get through the rest of the year and I do need to just 

approach November.

01:49:40 So I’m going to move into November because, ladies, Empresses, if September started 

off strong, and then we came into this Mars retrograde, and then October complicated things with 

Mercury going retrograde and kind of abrupt, difficult energy, the payoff is in November. The 

payoff is in November and we’re particularly looking at November 12th. November 12th Jupiter 

and Pluto conjoin for the third and final time. Jupiter and Pluto had conjoined for the first time 

(to review) on April 1st, for the second time on June 30th, and now for the third and final time on 

November 12th. 

01:50:17 Jupiter conjoining Pluto is about wealth. It’s about consolidating our power. It’s about 

feeling strong inside of our hearts. This is one of the most powerful and potent days of the whole 
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year. On the 13th, Mars stations direct. Hallelujah! Mars stationing direct means that we’re on, we’re 

starting to get on firm ground.

01:50:41 Mercury stations direct on November 3rd, so we have Mercury stations direct on 

November 3rd, we have Mars stationing direct on November 13th, Jupiter and Pluto conjoin on the 

12th. U.S. elections are done. Hopefully, we’ll know who the president is. We may not. It may be 

one of those elections where we’ve got to go backward. There’s so much happening during this 

election season, which also complicates things in October. 

01:51:05 October is really a month for political activism if you want my truth. You can do with 

that what you will, but that’s the way I see October.

01:51:13 And then we come into November, and by the time we get to the 13th, we have two 

solid weeks to really make some gains.

01:51:21 Now I know that we have the American holiday of Thanksgiving in there, so it’s not 

just straightforward, but I would really look to start revving up your engines right after election 

season. And then, more than anything, pivoting on that Jupiter-Pluto conjunction on the 12th. It’s 

a powerful and potent time. And then again on Mars stationing direct on the 13th. It’s a hallelujah 

moment for the year because at that moment we’ll have cleared our Venus retrograde and our 

Mars retrograde.

01:51:51 And those are two game-changing, retrogrades that are going to have us look at 

every aspect of our lives, particularly how we make money and how we deal with our personal 

power. And it won’t be like we immediately get all the lessons right when that Mars stations, but 

it’s going to start to move in that direction as we come to the end of the month. 

01:52:09 We have a new set of eclipses happening. This one’s in Gemini on the 30th. We have 

an 8-degree Gemini lunar eclipse. And then our next eclipse of the year is a solar eclipse on the 

14th of December in Sagittarius. So we have two eclipses. One is on the 30th, it’s a lunar eclipse in 

Gemini. Then we have a solar eclipse in Sagittarius on the 14th.

01:52:40 And then really the end of the year is with this Jupiter-Saturn conjunction on the 21st 

of December. It’s one of the most important conjunctions of our life, and it starts a new 20-year 

cycle, right?

01:52:59 So just to come back to November because I did November very quickly, it’s a very 

powerful month. We have Mars stationing direct. We come into eclipse season. We have two 

eclipses, and then the year ends with Jupiter and Pluto conjoined at zero degrees of Aquarius.
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01:53:23 And now-- I’m sorry, Jupiter and Saturn conjoined at zero degrees of Aquarius. And 

this is Saturn having moved back into Aquarius. Jupiter’s the giver of good luck, good fortune, and 

abundance. It’s called the Great Conjunction. It only happens every 20 years, and it starts a new 

chapter. We come into 2021 on a whole new footing, on a whole new ground.

01:53:46 And this is pivotal. Pivotal. So Q4, we get through the election, the U.S. election. We 

get through Mars retrograde. We shore up business and as we come to the solstice at the end of 

the year, we’re consolidating and configuring our own energy and our own power.

01:54:08 And we’re opening up a chapter for all of new humanity. As an astrologer, I’ll be talking 

about this through the whole year. There’s many other astrologers who will be talking about this 

for the whole year. We do not need to define what that means right now because it’s still too far 

into the future. Just know that it’s coming. 

01:54:08 TaKisha, I know that we’re wrapping up, so I think what I can do if you if you’re okay 

with it, is that I could just record a follow-up to this Zoom privately to me, and I can add to give 

that to you, and you could add that for the transcription and the online information. I’ll go through 

the rest of the information that I didn’t there.

01:54:44 [Awesome. Well, thank you, Jen. So much. This was amazing. So much good information. 

I know myself, I will be watching this several times throughout the year. And I know many of the 

ladies will do the same. So thank you so much for your time. Is it okay if I post something in the 

Facebook group if people had some follow-up questions if they post them there? Possibly if you 

get a chance to answer?]

01:55:07 Yeah, what I’ll do in the follow-up is that I’ll go through, I’ll recap the highlights. I’ll 

recap the retrogrades, the key dates for the year. I’ll go through the information that I didn’t go 

through systemically here and I’ll do Q&A. 

01:55:19 [Awesome.] 

01:55:19 Okay. Thank you guys so much!

01:55:28 [Thank you, lady.] Thank you, bye!


